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Q. When is a thriller not a thriller?  

A. When a murder isn’t solved? 

 

Susan Hill’s The Pure in Heart opens in Venice. Simon Serrailler is being 

ferried around by his friend Ernesto. Serailler carries with him an artist’s 

portfolio; he is searching for subjects to sketch. With engaging simplicity, Hill 

sketches the scene adding splashes of verbal colour. At first light the mist was 

soft and smoky over the lagoon… He stood waiting cocooned in the muffled 

silence.  

 

The faces of the angels were characteristically Venetian, faces you still saw 

today, in elderly men on the vaporetto and young men and women promenading 

in their designer clothes… you saw the face in the great paintings in churches, 

and as cherubs and saints and virgins and humble citizens gazing upwards.  

 

This could easily be one of Hill’s earlier “literary” novels. Then Simon is 

referred to as a Detective Chief Inspector. We immediately have a clue that this 

is going to be a mystery. Why else is the main character a police inspector? 

 

Venice is his bolthole from the demanding world of policing. Simon’s quest for 

artistic inspiration is interrupted when his cold, imperious father summons him 

back to England. We learn that his severely disabled sister Martha is critically 

ill with pneumonia. Simon’s love for Martha is deep and unconditional; without 

hesitation, he rushes back to her, giving up his longed-for holiday-. 

 

We also meet another of Simon’s sisters: Cat, a warm and cheery GP who is 

expecting her third child. Cat’s husband Chris Deerbon is also a doctor, as are 

both of Simon’s parents. In fact, part of the problem between Simon and his 

father is that the elder Serrailler has never approved of Simon’s choice of 

profession. (Simon and Cat and Ivo are triplets. But Ivo, another doctor, lives in 

Australia – deliberately far, one suspects, from his rather suffocating family.) 

 

Indeed The Pure in Heart is very much a family story of the Serraillers, a kind 

of medical aristocracy. Simon is in the tradition of another famous British 

detective - Adam Dalgliesh. (P D James’ creation.) Both Dalgliesh and 

Serrailler have aesthetic gifts that they nurture as a balance to their more 

pragmatic police work. Dalgliesh is a published poet; Serrailler is an exhibiting 

artist. Simon can be remote and moody at one moment, kind and generous at 

another. 

 

After Martha’s apparent recovery, Simon goes back to work without using the 

rest of his leave. Almost immediately, a nine-year-old boy, David Angus, goes 

missing. David has last been seen waiting outside his house to be picked up by 

other parents as part of a school run. A common middle class activity, which 

occurs every day without incident all over the country.  In a small town like 

Lafferton, his disappearance shocks the community but destroys the Angus 

family: Marilyn and Alan Angus and their other child, Lucy. 

 



Susan Hill takes us deep into the Hell that this family’s existence becomes. The 

impact on the family of a child going missing is at the core of this novel. A 

happy, functioning unit is destroyed before our eyes. The father Alan immerses 

himself in his work and eventually takes his own life - unable to cope with the 

situation and the guilt. Marilyn is inconsolable and has no time for her daughter. 

Poor Lucy feels invisible and runs away just to get some attention. 

The parents are suspects for a time and have a lady police officer living with 

them for support and probably to assess if the family is dysfunctional. (Shades 

of Madeline McCann’s family- they, too, have been suspected of involvement in 

her disappearance, though the novel was written before that event)  

 

But Hill must have been more influenced by the horrific child murders in 

Soham- these happened before she wrote The Pure in Heart. Hill’s own young 

daughter went missing briefly and she has said she has never forgotten the fear 

and anguish she felt until her daughter was found again. Most of us have had a 

similar experience. Our youngest member of the group had more difficulty in 

empathising with this situation, as she does not have children.  

 

A little physical violence is depicted in The Pure in Heart, (Andy Gunton is 

beaten up) but the damage to hearts and minds is described in excruciating, 

unsparing detail. We empathised strongly with the pain of characters in this 

novel in a similar way to our experience of reading Kate Atkinson’s When will 

there be good News?  

 

So many characters are introduced in The Pure in Heart that we thought Hill 

has maybe overstretched herself and the reader.  But we have to remember that 

this novel is the second in a trilogy about Simon Serrailler. She is probably 

going to tie up loose ends in the next novel. (We can’t wait to read it and see.) 

Hill is a great admirer of Charles Dickens who wrote some of his novels to 

appear in weekly episodes. The Pure in Heart is one of a series of Serrailler 

novel with hooks – as in Dickens – to keep us reading. 

 

But this is far from a purely “middle class” novel. Far from the comfortable 

world of the Serrailler family. For example Andy Gunton’s feelings on release 

from prison are portrayed sympathetically but realistically. Gunton’s euphoria at 

being free for a few days fades when he is faced with permanently sleeping on a 

camp bed in his sister’s cramped council flat. His ambitions to stay out of 

trouble are thwarted and we feel with him at his limited choices in life on the 

outside. A prison cell was at least safe and inside he had no responsibilities, 

bills and rent to be paid etc. The fresh start and complete break with his old life 

is very hard when he returns to his old milieu and the scene of his earlier crime. 

(We learnt that in Japan it is very uncommon for ex-offenders to go back to 

their roots - there would be too much dishonour involved. On release from 

prison in Japan it is paramount to start one’s life again in a new place.)   

 

The contrast between the Guntons’ life on the local council estate and the 

privileged lives of the Seraillers and the Angus family is well drawn. Andy 

Gunton feels unwanted and uncomfortable staying with his grumpy sister and 

her husband and child. There is little space and Andy’s nephew resents having 

to share his room with him. 



 

Simon finds peace and solace in the cosy domesticity of his sister Cat’s 

farmhouse. He can drop by any time and stay in their welcoming spare room. 

The Seraillers have no money worries. The same is true of the Angus family 

whose son has disappeared, but nothing can protect them from the pain and 

horror of the disappearance of a child. Any peace and comfort in their home is 

destroyed the moment David goes missing. 

 

Hill writes very well about contemporary social issues. We discussed which 

major themes were threaded into the story. Here are some we identified: 

 

• Attitudes to disability  

• Parent/ child relationships 

• Sibling relationships 

• Mercy killing 

• Child abduction 

• Police procedures - many cases remain unsolved 

• Prison – ex-offenders – rehabilitation  

• Class issues and differences 

• Effect on a community of a child murder 

• Attitudes towards paedophiles 

• Unrequited love – when is desperation stalking? 

• Being in love with the unobtainable 

• Being unable to commit 

• Loneliness and isolation 

• Small town life 

• The vulnerability of the innocent  

 

We decided that The Pure in Heart is not a conventional “whodunit” – rather a 

study of what happens to a family and a community when a child vanishes. The 

murder is never solved. We never find out who has abducted David. Tension 

mounts when we are given hints of what is happening to him through poignant 

first person narratives from David. These passages are hard to read. We suffered 

with him and with his parents. We longed for him to be found in time, while he 

is still alive. 

 

The mounting desperation of the police (who have no real clues, no leads) is 

very true to life. It is very common for a crime to remain unsolved. We share 

with Simon his frustration at the lack of progress on the case. The procedures in 

a police control room feel “right” and are well described. If there is a criticism, 

it is that the police seemed a little too perfect. When Andy Gunton is given a 

second chance, we felt that – in another setting –in a more impersonal 

community like London – this would probably not have happened. 

 

We also were not entirely convinced by Diana, Simon’s part-time lover. We 

wondered if she would really be so unable to accept his rejection. We felt that 

Simon owed her an explanation but her intrusion into his sister Cat’s house was 

a step too far. Madly in love, Diana was desperate, but for most of us she 

seemed a little exaggerated. Was it fair to call her a stalker? We had some 



disagreement on this point! We are all different in age, culture and nature. Some 

of us are more driven than others by our emotions. 

 

The death of Martha was also puzzling. We couldn’t understand why Meriel 

would end her daughter’s life so suddenly. The family could afford to have her 

cared for in a very good and loving atmosphere. She had recovered from 

pneumonia and seemed happy on her birthday. We could only surmise that 

Meriel judged the quality of her daughter’s life to not be worth living anymore. 

Yet Meriel appeared ashen and distraught after her daughter’s death - perhaps it 

was meant to have been a spontaneous act that she later regretted. 

 

Susan Hill likes to call her thrillers “Entertainments” in the style of Graham 

Greene – another writer she admires as much as Dickens. 

 

We agreed that we were definitely entertained – we all said The Pure in Heart 

was a good read. And we are going to read The Risk of Darkness to see if the 

murder of David Angus is solved. We also want to see if Simon Serailler gets 

his act together with a woman who matches up to his sister! Maybe Cat’s best 

friend Karin is waiting in the wings to step into Simon’s arms. 

 

Recommended - as an absorbing, atmospheric, insightful and entertaining read. 

But not for the reader who wants a thriller to tie up all the loose ends. 

 

Also highly recommended - Susan Hill’s In the Springtime of the Year. I have 

suggested this book to many people who are suffering through the loss of a 

loved one – and every reader has come back to me saying how helpful the book 

has been. Susan Hill lost a partner suddenly and she reveals a depth of 

understanding of adjusting to life after a tragic loss. It is a very sensitive and 

beautifully written novel.  

 

Her short stories are recommended for German students of English. e.g. The 

Boy Who Taught the Beekeeper to Read. She has also written excellent novels 

for children. e.g. The Battle for Gullywith.  

 

More information can be found on her website. 

 

http://www.susan-hill.com/ 


